Electrophysiological evidence of nonlinear distortion products to two-tone stimuli.
Spectral analysis of auditory-evoked potential recordings from ten normal-hearing subjects to two-tone signals revealed energy at difference tone (DT = f2-f1) and cubic difference (CDT = 2f1-f2) frequencies that was not present in the acoustic signal. Control experiments and calibrations provided substantial evidence supportive of the biological nature of these auditory nonlinearities, suggesting that they are not the result of electromagnetic, acoustic, or analytic artifact. Amplitudes of DT- and CDT-evoked responses were evaluated for rarefaction and condensation signals with f1 = 510 and 800 Hz across frequency ratios (f2/f1) of 1.16, 1.26, 1.36, and 1.46. Additionally, time-domain summation and subtraction of separately collected evoked responses to rarefaction and condensation signals were performed to demonstrate that these electrophysiological DT and CDT responses reflect their expected quadratic and cubic nature. Suggestions for development of clinical applications of assessing auditory nonlinearities using this methodology are provided.